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“What do you say to someone in this country who has lost his job to someone overseas who's being
paid a fraction of what that job paid here in the United States?” That question was posed directly to President
George Bush in the third presidential debate last fall.
In the past, such a question might not have roused much interest among U.S. high-tech workers, who
felt confident that their skills shielded them from the job losses that blue-collar workers had been suffering.
But the new communications technology that high-tech workers helped build makes it possible to send huge
amounts of information across the globe in lickety-split fashion. Now Information Technology (IT) jobs are
also being sent around the globe. As Silicon Graphics CEO, Robert R. Bishop recently commented, “US
software developers are now competing with everyone in the world who has a PC.” It’s remarkably easy to
outsource white-collar computer-related job overseas, especially because there’s no heavy capital equipment
to worry about. (Baker)
So how did the president say he’d console the person losing a job to such competition? He said:
“Here's some help for you to go get an education. Here's some help for you to go to a community college.” But
when the president switched the subject from jobs to education, he was not consoling many high-tech workers.
“Bush wants to send me to college for retraining? … I have a Computer Science degree, so I should go back
and get a degree in ... what?” asked one jobless worker posting in a ZDNet forum. Said another: “I'm nearly
50, with 20 years in the IT field, and can't get a job 2 years after being laid-off due to outsourcing. I'm
supposed to go back to school - and do what?” (Commission on Presidential Debates, diwillia, jwhooper)
Moreover, as Senator Kerry pointed out, the American economy lost 1.6 million jobs under Bush’s
watch, yet the Bush team actually cut funds for worker training, and it supports tax policies that subsidize
moving jobs overseas. As offshoring became a political hot potato, Kerry had begun to distance himself from
his own past support of Bush-style free trade, to that point that he called What difference does that make?
some outsourcing executives “Benedict Arnold CEOs”. (Commission on Presidential Debates, Koprowski)
But the president has held firm. George Bush does not believe global outsourcing, often known as
offshoring, is a problem. His campaign web site claimed that “free and fair trade and global economic growth
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mean more jobs, higher wages, and greater prosperity for Americans.” His chief economic advisor Gregory
Mankiw even praised outsourcing as "a plus for the economy in the long run." The man who founded Russia’s
first successful outsourcing company said that he was told by a top Commerce Department official that
“offshoring is good for the United States.” (Bush-Cheney ’04, Vieth, Arvedlund)

What, me worry?
The Bush team isn’t alone in downplaying the issue. “We have a labor market of over 138 million
people; 300,000 people [who lose jobs each year to offshoring] is almost a rounding error,” says Ed Potter,
president of Employment Policy Foundation in Washington, DC. The Information Technology Association of
America, a trade group that fronts for outsourcing companies like tech giants I.B.M., Electronic Data Systems
and Accenture, funded a Global Insight study released in March, 2004 that claimed that global outsourcing
will create more than twice the number of jobs that it displaces – and grow the economy, cut inflation and
what’s more, boost the average real wage. ((Rossheim, ITAA)
But the question President Bush dodged in the debates continues to trouble more and more high-tech
workers. “Explain how offshoring helps me!” a reader shot back in one ZDNet discussion. “Until December
2001, I was a staff consultant for the same IT firm since 1995... In 2001, my gross income was $85K. After I
got laid off and became a ‘project consultant,’ I went 19 months without a job… In 2004 I've had three
contracts three months or less... I'm still not making what I was and doubt I ever will again. My last contract
ended abruptly when the IT manager decided to offshore the project to an Indian firm with whom he a had
personal interest.” More than nine out of ten technology workers polled by the west-coast Washington
Alliance of Technology Workers (WashTech) in December, 2003 said they were worried about offshore
outsourcing. (itpro420, WashTech 2003)
Are worried workers laggards, out of step with what’s really happening? Probably not. Even a study
released two weeks before the election from the Organization for International Investment called Insourcing
Jobs: Making the Global Economy Work for America, had a sour ending. Written by Dartmouth’s Tuck
School of Business professor Matthew J. Slaughter, it documented the jobs Americans have gained from
foreign companies setting up shop on U.S. soil – so-called “insourcing companies.,” as a plus for U.S.
economic growth. Over the 15 years from 1987 to 2002, Slaughter said the number of people working at such
“insourced” jobs more than doubled. “Home and foreign employment can be complements rather than
substitutes” he asserted. And low wages abroad mainly just reflect low worker productivity.
But as Slaughter completed his study, something changed. “In late 2004, a note of caution is
warranted,” he conceded, and went on to warn that “It has never been guaranteed that the world’s best
companies would invest in the United States.” Since it’s now easier for multinational companies to move
operations into more countries, he acknowledges, the lure of investing in the United States may be fading. The
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proof? Global capital investment in the U.S., which peaked in 2000 at $314 billion, dropped precipitously to
one-tenth that level -- $29.8 billion -- by 2003. For the first time, China attracted more productive foreign
direct investment than did the United States - as did France, Luxembourg, and the Latin America and
Caribbean regions. If those trends
continue, Slaughter concluded, “a
generation from now, this report
would likely show flat or even
declining levels of employment, R&D,
investment, and trade at insourcing
companies.” (Slaughter)
In any case, “most US jobs
associated with new foreign
investment consist of foreign
purchases of US companies” rather
than creation of new jobs in America,
says Robert Scott, a senior economist
at the Economic Policy Institute. “Inshoring is creating very few, if any, new jobs. And it destroyed 2.8
million jobs between 1991 and 2001.” The outsourcing picture is even worse. (Rossheim)

Growing job losses
The U.S. branch of the world's largest technical professional society, the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, sounded an alarm about job losses to outsourcing in March, 2004. The IEEE, a
prestigious 30-year-old public-interest group that counts more than 225,000 American electrical electronics,
computer and software engineers as
members, concluded that “The
offshoring of high wage jobs from the
United States to lower cost overseas
locations is currently contributing to
unprecedented levels of unemployment
among American electrical, electronics
and computer engineers.”
“American high-tech firms shed
560,000 jobs between 2001 and 2003,
and expect to lose another 234,000 in
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2004,” said the IEEE report. “The Commerce Department reports that the number of U.S. IT workers
employed in all industries has declined by 8 percent since 2000. Although initially concentrated in the
manufacturing sector and in low-skilled jobs, the Commerce Department says that ‘recent job losses have been
widespread across most IT-goods and services producing industries, and across all IT skill levels.’ Some jobs
are expected to return with a stronger economy, but the majority are probably gone for good.” Continued
offshoring of high-tech work threatens to weaken our leadership in technology and innovation, and has serious
implications for national security and the privacy of sensitive information warned the IEEE. It puts a
downward pressure on wages that will likely “discourage many of America's best and brightest young people
from pursuing careers in science and engineering.” (IEEE-USA 2004-1)
Even the ITAA industry study admitted that more than half the 516,000 new jobs it claims will be
created in the software and services area over the next five years will go offshore. We’ll see a net loss of IT
software and services through 2008, and U.S. workers will have 20,000 fewer new IT jobs than it would
without outsourcing, acknowledged the ITAA. It claims that displaced IT workers will get jobs in the growing
fields that benefit from outsourcing – like, say, manufacturing. The claim that the U.S. gained over 3,000
manufacturing jobs in 2003 and are slated to gain another 25,000 by 2008 is mind-boggling, given the fact that
for 25 years manufacturing jobs have been in a freefall. In February, 2004 the Congressional Budget Office
confirmed that we’ve lost 14.3 million manufacturing jobs in the past 4 years, partly because of low-wage
foreign competition. (ITAA, CBO)
The good news is that real (inflation-adjusted) spending on IT software, which fell after 2000 in the
dot-com bust, recovered and has now
outstripped its previous peak, says the
Economic Policy Institute. But the bad
news is that in July, 2004, jobs in
software and related industries were
still 377,500 short of their mid-2001
peak. In September the nation still had
585,000 fewer jobs than when Bush
took office, and the Bureau of Labor
statistics said half that loss was in
software-related industries. Computer
programmers are suffering jobless
rates that soared from 2% to 9.5% over
the last four years, and for software
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engineers, unemployment doubled from 2000 to 2004, says the BLS. (EPI 2004-1, 2004-2). The San Jose,
California metropolitan area has lost a third of its computer systems design jobs since 2001. (McMillion)
Where did the jobs go? Some jobs were lost to rising productivity. But Goldman Sachs estimates that
between 400,000 and 600,000 professional services and information sector jobs were moved overseas –
accounting for half of the total jobs lost over the past few years. About one in four IT workers surveyed by
WashTech said their company had moved jobs overseas, and one in five said they’d either trained a
replacement worker or knew someone who had done so. WashTech’s Job tracker documents some 366,753
jobs offshored since January, 2000 by major companies like GE, EDS, Accenture, IBM, Computer Sciences
Corp. Dell, MCI and Oracle, costing an estimated 175,082 workers their jobs. (AFL-CIO 2004-1, WashTech
2003, WashTech 2005)

Pressure on paychecks
Is the IEEE right that those who are still working are paid less? The ITAA did some blatant fudging
when it claimed a sunny wage picture for IT workers. Its own charts (chart on p. 4) actually show wage
increases for the past three years of just 0.01% a year, and that’s after-tax wages – in other words, after
including gains from the huge Bush tax cuts that threw the federal budget from surplus into deficit almost
overnight. The ITAA report projected that wage increases will take off in the future, yet the main author of the
study, Global Insight chief economist Nariman Behravesh, admitted in a press conference that information
technology workers will experience “wage compression.” (ITAA, Thibodeau 2004-1, Hayes)
The ITAA’s claim that “offshoring will do everything but whiten teeth and freshen breath” was greeted
with skepticism by ComputerWorld’s Frank Hayes, who called it “a comforting bedtime story.” Hayes
reminded readers that “this
report is driven by politics
every bit as much as the
ITAA's wildly optimistic jobgrowth estimates of a few
years ago” when it was
lobbying for more visas for
foreign workers.
Government (BLS)
figures from October show
that over the past year
workers’ real, inflationadjusted weekly wages
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dropped by .4% and hourly earnings fell by .7%. In information industries and professional and business
services the drop in hourly pay was greater, down 1.1% and .7% respectively. Throughout the economy, New
York Times columnist Bob Herbert pointed out, the typical household’s income fell $1500 behind inflation
from 2000-2003, despite an impressive 12% rise in productivity. Real hourly wages of young college
graduates have been falling since 2001. Former labor secretary Robert Reich says senior software engineers
saw their paychecks cut by $30,000 between 2000 and 2003. (Hayes, EPI, Herbert, BLS, Reich)

The future of outsourcing
The future doesn’t look good. Forrester Research predicted half a million computer services jobs
would move to other countries over the next 11 years. The Gartner research firm forecasted that 1 out of 10
jobs at information technology companies will move to emerging markets, and 1 out of 20 jobs in internal
information systems would move overseas by the end of 2004. Recently Reuters, Veritas Software, Google
and Accenture announced they were offshoring thousands more jobs. Deloitte Research says the 100 biggest
financial services firms will move two million jobs to low-wage countries over the next five years, and 42
global telecom firms will send some 275,000 jobs off-shore. University of California-Berkeley says that
overall, the jobs of one out of ten workers – totaling 14 million jobs - - are at risk of being outsourced.
(Yamamoto and Frauenheim, Deloitte, Morello, Bardhan, Rai 2004-1)
“This is no longer about a few low-wage or manufacturing jobs,” warns Business Outlook Editor
Kathleen Madigan. “One out of three jobs is at risk. As soon as work can be made routine – whether it's
reading an X-ray or creating blueprints – the job can potentially be outsourced.” (Mandel)

Where did the jobs
go?
Right now, the
destination of choice for
computer-related work is
India, which gained at
least 102,000 jobs over
the past four years doing
software work for U.S.
firms. Sales to the U.S.
account for 70 percent of
the Indian IT industry’s
income, said Sify.com,
and India expected “a
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are going up. But that’s like saying the San Francisco 49ers were having a good season because they made a
couple of field goals. The overall picture is of trade deficits that grew to an all-time record of $617 billion in
2004 for both goods and services -- roughly double the deficit we had when Bush was first elected. The
monthly trade deficit is still widening, to an unprecedented $61 billion a month in February. For every $2 in
goods and services the U.S. sells abroad, it buys $3 from other nations. (US Census Bureau 2005-1, 2005-2)
What about the trade advantage America has always had in services, including computer
programming, banking, engineering and management? It’s been cut nearly in half since 1997. By February,
2005 the U.S. was importing $2.3 billion more in services than it did a year earlier, outrunning a modest
growth in exports by $400 million. At that rate, the nation’s advantage in services could quickly disappear,
says Barron’s. (U.S. Census Bureau 2005-3, Erati) The real situation could be even worse -- two government
researchers estimate that major countries under-report
U.S. Trade Surplus in Services

service imports from India by 83%. (Kozlow and Borga).
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support local industry, the Bush team is jumping on the
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outsourcing bandwagon It’s cutting in-house software development in favor of off-the-shelf packages from
companies that outsource, says Federal Computer Week. As a result, last year the U.S. imported $2.5 billion
more in government services than it sold abroad. (US Census Bureau 2005-3) The Congressional Research
Service warns of security risks because defense is “one of the most heavily outsourced of activities in the
federal government.” That could be one reason why the Bush Administration earned a “D” for computer
security from a key Congressional subcommittee. Nonetheless, Asia Times reports that the Pentagon is
outsourcing the CAD (computer-aided design) for its next generation F35 fighters to an Indian company in
collaboration with Dell. (French, Committee on Government Reform Subcommittee, Bhattacharjee)

What about training and R&D Investment?
George Bush, like the Clinton Administration before him, exhorts workers to be “the best in the world”
by getting the skills to do high-end work that can’t be outsourced. There are two problems with this. One is
that the Bush Administration is actually cutting investment in education and skill development, as the nation’s
schools continue to deteriorate. He tried to cut more than $1 billion from worker training over the last three
years. The programs he does support too often go to companies as tax breaks – including outsourcing
companies – rather than to workers themselves. IT workers aren’t even eligible for the training benefits bluecollar workers get when they suffer trade-related layoffs. (Bush-Cheney ’04, JohnKerry.com, Yamamoto)
Public school funding is crippled by Bush priorities that favor tax cuts and semi-private charter
schools. Detroit schools, for example, are struggling with massive budget shortfalls, teacher layoffs and school
closings, and teachers often have to buy supplies out of their own pockets.1 Moreover, “the K-12 system does
a good job of weeding out any students interested in math and science," commented Intel CEO Craig Barrett.
"We prepare them to be lawyers and consultants, instead.” Tuition hikes have put higher education out of
reach for many students. (Yamamoto)
The other problem is that technical training alone won’t stop the job hemorrhage. As one CIO at
Trimble Navigation, a California software company, commented, "The very jobs we're training students to do
are the ones we're exporting." General Motors now outsources its entire IT process to companies like IBM and
Hewlett-Packard. And “there is no job that is America's God-given right anymore,” H-P’s Carly Fiorina
famously testified. (Yamamoto, Ricciuti 2004-1, Drezner). The nation isn’t investing in new opportunities
either. The National Science Foundation reported that between 2001 and 2002, U.S. investment in industrial
R&D plummeted a record $7.7 billion, or 3.9 percent. In 2003, the national investment in R&D in all fields
grew just 1%, compared to average annual growth of 5.8 % between 1994 and 2000. (National Science
Foundation)
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It could get worse. The Bush government now plans to chop off a fifth of the Pentagon’s budget for
basic science and technology research, and slash National Science Foundation education programs. Even
Senator Christopher "Kit" Bond (R-MO) warned that this damages efforts to attract minority students into
science, “at a time when the United States can’t keep relying on foreign students.” For 2006 Bush would
deprive NSF of one-third the funding required by the NSF Authorization law he signed in 2002, after trying to
cut its 2005 budget by $100 million. His 2006 budget also axes altogether the Advanced Technology Program
that funded high-risk private-sector technology R&D. (Pillsbury) In December, the Bush team deep-sixed a
Congress-mandated bipartisan study by leading technologists and industrialists about how to re-energize U.S.
competitiveness. That prompted New York Times columnist Thomas L. Friedman to characterize him as “an
industrial-age presidency, catering to a pre-industrial ideological base…” The president’s 2005 budget also
slashed virtually all research not focused on weapons development and homeland security. (Friedman,
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Ricciuti 2004-1, Yamamoto)
Bush seems to have forgotten that the innovations that made the U.S. a technology leader and
propelled the nation into the Information Society – whether it’s the Internet, satellites or the computer itself –
were heavily promoted, organized and funded by the federal government.
The fact is, there is less incentive for students to go into high-tech fields, and many are not. The
number of U.S. undergraduates signing up for computer science or engineering programs dropped 18 percent
in 2003, revealed a survey by Computer Research Association. The U.S. is now number three in the world,
and falling farther behind number one (India) and number two (China), in terms of Computer Science
graduates. (Yamamoto)

Wishful thinking: ‘We’ll always keep
high-end jobs’
Policy-makers assure the high-tech community
that America can still keep the top skilled jobs. “When
a good or service is produced at lower cost in another
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always create new high-paying positions.” Why? India now graduates 2 million college students every year,
including 200,000 English-speaking engineers -- and is beefing up education. In the first three years of the
Bush administration, the United States dropped from 4th to 13th place in broadband Internet use. Thomas
Bleha, former foreign service officer in Japan, puts the blame squarely on the Bush administration, and says
we’re “the only industrialized state without an explicit national policy for promoting broadband” – a far cry
from previous administrations, when government funding created the Internet and promoted its use. South
Korea is number one, because of aggressive policies that have linked two out of three households and all
schools with broadband connections. (Mandel, Hopkins, Bleha)
China is also pouring resources into science and technology, and has already developed
supercomputers that are among the fastest in the world, along with next-generation optical communications
and technology for broadband networks (developed jointly with Fujitsu Ltd.), and claim to have developed the
world's first IPV6 router for the next generation of the Internet. The China Electronics Technology Group
Corporation (CETC), founded in 2002 with government support, is associated with 46 electronics research
institutions and 26 high technology enterprises and currently employs 33,000 technical professionals. Calling
for a “new assessment” of China’s competitive strength, Michael Pillsbury, Senior Research Advisor for the
US-China Commission, warns that US policy-makers could be in for a surprise as dramatic as in the early
1950s, when the Soviets launched the Sputnik satellite. (Pillsbury)

First it’s the cheap jobs…
Wishful thinkers also ignore the fact that losing entry-level jobs means losing the entry points for highend work. Many highly skilled workers start with code development. The U.S. technology industry can’t
afford to lose the “natural farm teams” that created architects, analysts and innovators for generation, pointed
out C|Net, in an excellent series of articles on outsourcing. That can leave companies with little alternative but
to outsource more important jobs. (Ricciuti 2004-1)
The high end that isn’t outsourced keeps moving higher -- and smaller – just as it did in earlier decades
with manufacturing jobs. Remember when Japanese and Chinese manufactured imports were cheap and laborintensive toys and low-end products? Likewise, the first computer and IT jobs to be outsourced were call
centers and routine programming. A CIO Magazine survey of chief information officers found that they
planned to offshore more than one-third of application development and maintenance. More than one in ten
had already sent system and architecture planning offshore – functions that experts predicted would never
leave. One in seven had also offshored research and development and business processes.
Seventy-seven global companies have set up their own R&D centers in India, says Manoj
Kunkalienkar, the executive director and president of ICICI InfoTech, a top Indian outsourcing company.
"What is surprising is the list of industries doing R&D work out of India is varied, ranging from
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telecommunications service providers and equipment manufacturers, chip designers and IT hardware
companies to plastics and pharmaceuticals producers," he added. "I believe it's just a matter of time before
India is recognized as ‘the world's R&D center’ or ‘the knowledge hub.’" (Ware, Ricciuti 2004-1)
"If you peel back the arguments in favor of offshoring, what you finally end up with is an article of
faith," commented Washington Post business columnist Steven Pearlstein, "faith that history will repeat itself
and the U.S. economy will quickly generate enough new jobs in higher-paying industries to compensate for
the ones lost to trade. What I've yet to see, however, is even an educated guess as to what those jobs might
be.” (Pearlstein)

Who’s covering America’s debts?
Economic theory says no nation can go on forever being
the world’s consumers, as jobs keep moving abroad. The U.S. is
buying imports (including outsourced work) on credit, hoping
other nations don’t call in the loans. Its overall debt to the world
is about $4.4 trillion, nearly twice what it was in 2000. The U.S.
now owes more than one-fourth its entire Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) to the rest of the world (28%, compared to 5%
in 1997). That puts its debt-to-export ratio “in shooting range of
troubled Latin economies like Brazil and Argentina,” warn
Stern School of Business professor Nouoriel Roubini and Brad
Setser of Oxford University. The International Monetary Fund has issued a warning that the U.S. trade deficit
“threatens international instability.” (Uchitelle 2004, Roubini and Setser, Business Times)
Since the rest of the world is swamped with dollars they get from selling to the U.S. -- dollars that they
aren’t spending on American products -- those surplus dollars should drop in value. A cheap dollar would then
make foreign work more expensive. But although the dollar’s value had dropped by 25 percent by April, 2005,
it has barely budged in trade with China and other countries that sell 30 percent of its imports. (Mann and
Pluck) Asian governments – mostly Japan and China -- are propping up the dollar, partly by lending the U.S.
billions of the dollars they gain from trade. Instead of investing in American products, they bought more than
$1 trillion in U.S. Treasury securities and other dollar assets over the last two years. Thanks to the huge budget
deficit spawned by the Bush tax cuts, we have plenty of treasury bills to sell. Spending dollars on treasury bills
helps the Chinese government keep its money – the Yuan – pegged to the dollar, so that when the dollar drops
against other currencies, the Yuan drops with it. (Andrews 2004-1, Andrews 2004-2)
If foreign governments should stop investing in the growing American debt, the dollar could plunge.
That would prompt the U.S. government and the Federal Reserve Bank to raise interest rates, both to lure
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investment back and to tame inflation (by discouraging spending) as the prices of imports rise. That could halt
economic growth in its tracks, threatening jobs worldwide. Many economists agree with the World Bank when
it warned that the massive U.S . current account deficit is “unsustainable” and raises the chances of a global
recession. (Gongloff-1, Gongloff-2)
There are political risks as well. “Could foreign governments like China’s one day use this clout to
influence U.S. foreign policy?” wonders the Wall St. Journal’s Greg Ip. (Ip 2004-1)

It’s about the money (honey): IT work in Asia
Treasury Sec. John Snow put it bluntly enough: "You can outsource a lot of activities and get them
done just as well at a lower cost." Indian computer salaries are around one-fifth U.S. levels. Indian
programmers get paid anywhere from $6,400 for new-hires to $30,000 for workers with at least five years
experience, and software engineers makes less than one-sixth what they’d get in Silicon Valley. (Byczkowski ,
Erati, Tsuruoka, InStat/MDR)
While the Indian economy grew by 10.4% in the last quarter of 2003, the vast majority of nation's one
billion people get nothing from the high-tech boom. Some 300 million Indians live on less than a dollar a day,
and one in four Indians -- 260 million people -- live below the poverty line. Some 400 million cannot read or
write, let alone use a computer. For the majority, things have actually gotten worse. To attract foreign capital
and offer subsidies to high-tech moguls, the government slashed public services, cut wages, privatized
agencies, and neglected transportation and other basic infrastructure needs. (Sly)
Indian computer workers frequently change jobs and many are dissatisfied with the lack of services
that can force them to spend long hours commuting and do without high-bandwidth access. Many aren’t happy
that high-tech development is largely for export
and controlled by fickle multinational
companies that often neglect local markets and
crowd out smaller employers. Many were
outraged when India’s largest private telecom
company contracted out all its core functions to
IBM and other multinationals. 2
Free-trade boosters assume that as
Indians gain more experience and their
productivity goes up, so will wages. And
Singapore, which has been the first stop for
high-tech outsourcing, might have seemed to be
2
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a good example of that. But in fact Singapore, as David Rothkopf reported in the New York Times, now “faces
smaller-scale versions of the problems that beset the U.S. economy: It has to compete with much cheaper
labor and much larger markets available in its Asian neighbors.” Rothkopf believes Singapore is still holding
its own, with an economy that’s still growing three times as fast as the U.S., because the government invests in
health care and infrastructure and proactively works with industry to plot a National Economic Strategy.
Singapore still hosts the Asian headquarters of IBM, Electronic Data Systems Corp. and other global
companies and attracts outsourced work because of world-class telecommunications infrastructure and a
highly skilled workforce. (Collett, Rothkopf, Thibodeau 2004-2)

There’s always a lower wage -- elsewhere
But IT workers in Singapore are feeling the competitive heat. In 2003, ITtoolbox, which provides
information to IT professionals worldwide, surveyed more than 3,000 of its members about their paychecks. In
Singapore, IT professionals said they made the equivalent of $43,058 a year, little more than half the $80,286
reported salary of American IT professionals. But that’s five times the $8,593 that Indian professionals said
they made. More than one in three Singapore IT workers (34.6%) said they hadn’t seen any raises, and 3.8%
experienced pay cuts. One in four U.S. workers (24.7%) haven’t gotten raises, with 6.7% suffering pay cuts.
(ITtoolbox)
Wages are still surging
ahead in India, where almost half –
47.3% -- the IT professionals said
they’d enjoyed raises of 15% or
more. But how long will that last?
What India is to Singapore, China - or Russia, Poland, the Philippines
or Vietnam -- could become for
India. All are investing in IT
workers, and India won’t be the
last stop for bargain-hunting
employers. In Vietnam,
programmers make half what they
make in India -- and one-twentieth what they make in the U.S. (ITtoolbox , Hoffman)
“If you work for a U.S. firm that recently outsourced all its computer work to staffers in New Delhi, it
might appear that India owns the market for cheap IT services,” Investor's Business Daily reported in
November. “Think again. …Nothing stays the same.” Writer Doug Tsuruoka said Indian firms will “drown in
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a sea of rising labor costs” in five years or so, and their clients will start shopping elsewhere for cheap IT.
(Tsuruoka) Growth in India is also hampered by its low investment in infrastructure like broadband and
transportation, compared to China and even Brazil. (Rai 2005)
Indian IT workers are anxiously looking over their shoulders at China, where giants like Microsoft,
Sun Microsystems and Bearing Point are expanding high-tech research centers and hiring software engineers.
IBM is employing experienced Chinese programmers for around $12.50 an hour doing work that pays $56 an
hour in the U.S. Even Infosys Technologies, one of India’s star producers of outsourced work, is itself
outsourcing some work to China. Indian outsourcing rivals Tata Consultancy Services and Wipro
Technologies are also setting up shop in China to do application development and maintenance work for longterm customers like General Electric. China still doesn’t have comparable skills or widespread proficiency in
English, and rampant software piracy limits its appeal. But it already has over 200,000 IT workers and is
putting a strong emphasis on education for such jobs. The Chinese government also keeps labor cheap with
severe limits on worker rights and tying its exchange rate to the U.S. dollar. (China Economic Net, Rai 20042, Singh, McMillion)
Even if the dollar drops precipitously, making U.S. work cheaper in world markets, there’s no
guarantee that will bring back the jobs. Although the dollar has dropped in value in Europe, the U.S. trade gap
with Europe continues to grow. That’s partly because there’s no longer a domestic alternative to some
imported work. And it’s American companies with operations abroad that are now bringing in nearly half the
nations’ imports, says the Commerce Department. As they keep roaming the world to find the cheapest labor,
a falling dollar won’t stop imports from growing, says the director for the global institute at McKinsey & Co.
(Uchitelle 2005)

‘Free trade’ – for whom?
While Senator Kerry was right to criticize tax incentives that reward employers for moving jobs and
assets abroad, that’s just a small part of the problem. The modern trade system is skewed to favor corporate
mobility and make the world their oyster, regardless of the impact on workers, living standards, and
communities. Nobel Prize Laureate Paul Samuelson, author of the most popular economics textbook ever
written, recently registered his "dissent from the mainstream economic consensus about outsourcing and
globalization,” and rejected the assumption that the U.S. economy “will benefit in the long run from all forms
of trade, including the outsourcing of call-center and software programming jobs abroad.” It is “dead wrong,”
he asserts, to assume the gains some Americans get from the current trade system are big enough to make up
for what others lose. (Samuelson)
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There’s a punishing double standard in what we today call free trade. Modern trade agreements have
strict rules to protect and promote financial investments and property, while they curb the ability of
governments to balance those rights against the rights of workers and citizens.
It wasn’t until the 1986-94 Uruguay round of GATT trade negotiations that investment, services and
intellectual property rights were included in trade agreements. Until then, free trade was mainly a matter of
cutting tariffs and import quotas, slowly and selectively. The Uruguay Round, however, broadened the
definition of "barriers to trade" to include policies, laws, or even cultural or religious customs that might
interfere with the competitive rules of supply and demand – and corporate mobility. For example, GATT rules
bar a country from “discriminating” against imported goods produced in an environmentally dangerous way,
such as chlorine-treated paper.
It was the Uruguay round that set up the World Trade Organization, which operates behind closed
doors to enforce expanded free-trade rules and settle disputes. Belgian Professor Mireille Buydens complained
in the UNESCO Courier five years ago that free trade pacts boost “an ill-considered increase in the number of
privately held exclusive rights at the expense of the public domain.” But attempts by labor and environmental
activists to include in modern agreements the rights for people to stand up for themselves and have safe,
decent working conditions, livable wages, or a healthy environment and share in their own productivity have
so far largely failed. “Our trade agreements are about investing in foreign countries and sending back the
products unimpeded to the United States,” a former senior Congressional aide told the New York Times.
(Oxfam America, Buydens, Polaski, Becker)

Why not human rights?
Yet it doesn’t have to be so. Even some Clinton Administration officials who negotiated past trade
treaties now call for re-evaluating them and for including enforceable labor and environmental standards Some
bilateral agreements, notably pacts with Cambodia and Jordan, do mention labor rights. A key older
agreement, the Trade Act of 1974, considers violations of internationally recognized workers’ rights to be an
unfair trade practice --- one that countries can retaliate against. U.S. trade preferences are also supposed to
hinge on respect for basic worker rights. What are those basic rights? They’re spelled out by core conventions
set by the International Labour Organization, a special agency of the United Nations with a tripartite structure
involving labor, corporations and government. The U.S., however, has one of the worst records in the world
for adopting minimal worker rights standards – It’s adopted only half as many core ILO conventions as India.
In contrast, Europe and South America have adopted all the core conventions. (Hayden, ILO, Polaski)
Some basic ILO conventions would apply to IT workers, like those that protect the rights of workers to
organize through freedom of association – a right that hasn’t yet been ratified by the U.S. or India -- or to
enjoy equal rights, without discrimination. To the extent that IT workers can freely organize, they can
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publicize an alternative vision and influence the public policy debate, as the IEEE is now doing. CPSR could
potentially play a similar role. In international organizations like IEEE and CPSR, U.S. professionals can also
discuss common concerns across borders, with the people doing outsourced work. If we can work together to
change the global balance of power between workers and multinational companies, we will all benefit.
Very few professional IT workers are union members. Bangalore, India’s Silicon Valley, lured
outsourced work by becoming a Software Technology Park zone that allows full foreign ownership and gives
companies duty-free imports and tax breaks. Although in India such free-trade zones don’t promise freedom
from labor law, as they do in China, they let IT companies be categorized as “public utilities” and limit the
ability of workers to strike. Before the voters threw out the ruling BJP party, it had proposed more extreme
changes “to amend labour laws according to the needs of globalization,” including delays for the right to strike
and more freedom to lay off workers and control their working hours.. (Datey, Karnik, Samachar)
Where workers are unionized, they often have the clout to negotiate contracts and influence public
policy to keep companies from shipping out work as soon as they see a cheaper alternative on the horizon. In
India, layoffs are still rare among banking workers, for example, because they’re unionized, and in the U.S.,
the UAW auto workers union has negotiated early retirement, transfer rights and rules covering layoffs for
Daimler-Chrysler engineers as well as blue-collar workers. UAW contracts also set up a what are probably the
biggest private retraining programs in U.S. history. 3 But while all this helps current workers, it doesn’t solve
the problem of jobs moving to lower-wage havens over the long-term. (Rauss, Kalita)

Global reaction: Fair Trade
Around the world, governments and citizens are calling for changes to trade rules that strip power from
people and communities, even as they help big companies hop across borders. Global human rights groups
like Oxfam call for a bottom-up participatory approach to trade talks instead of conducting them behind closed
doors. Such NGOs want, for example, to ease the intellectual property rules that make it so hard for poor
countries to get drugs people need. Other groups are lobbying for global environmental standards. Senator
Kerry belatedly promised to try to get enforceable labor and environmental standards into future agreements.
(Oxfam-America, JohnKerry.com)
The union movement in India has staged more than six general strikes since 1991 to protest the
demands of international financiers and the basic lack of democracy in "imperialist globalization," which it
blames for rising unemployment, poverty and “reckless privatization” of government services. A one-day
strike of well over a million workers, led by bank and insurance company employees, shut down several
provinces on February 24, 2004. The dispute was over a new anti-strike ruling as well as corporate globalism
in general. A few months later Indians voted out of office the rightist Hindu nationalist alliance credited with
3
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attracting high-tech jobs with its “Shining India” program. (BBC News, All-India State Government
Employees’ Federation, Pilger)
One Indian union federation toured the U.S. in December to discuss with U.S. unions its complaints
about corporate-style globalism. Ashim Roy, who represents Indian GE workers, explained that “The number
of jobs that multinational companies destroy in the U.S. is far higher than the jobs they create in India, as
workers here work harder and longer” and experience “inhuman working conditions. We want to work with
our American counterparts to prevent exploitation and guarantee jobs with fair wages and human dignity for
all.” That way “we may be able to pressure companies to offer better job options,” he says. “We will resist the
corporations’ efforts to pit us against each other,” said another Indian union leader. (Shah)
In the U.S., unions are also protesting this "relentless global race to the bottom,” and the CWA
Communications workers has called for “an alternative path to development -- one that seeks to build
sustainable economies by linking the defense of good, secure jobs in one country to the fight for good, secure
jobs globally.” The AFL-CIO has filed Section 301 petitions against China’s widespread violations of
workers’ rights, as well as the overvalued yuan, saying that both distort trade relations. (Communications
Workers of America, AFLCIO 2004-2)

Competitors or allies?
The consumers who are supposed to benefit from lower prices have also started to organize against the
worst abuses of globalism, and the Internet facilitates worldwide cooperation among them. A global antisweatshop movement led by students, churches and unions is successfully forcing companies like Nike to
improve wages and working conditions and respect worker rights in many factories making sports clothing
and other college equipment -- and to not flee as soon as conditions get better. Now that the outsourcing of IT
jobs has become a high-profile issue, there is some potential to get public support for endangered IT workers,
especially given the threat that outsourcing their jobs poses to the nation’s overall prosperity, independence
and security. Congress took a small first step by implementing one IEEE recommendation, when it authorized
$2 million to fund a study studying offshore sourcing and its impact on the country. (IEEE-2)
Often international trade is seen as pitting North against South, and rich countries against poor ones,
and Indian programmers are understandably leery of rocking the boat that has so far lifted them. But when it
comes to job competition, workers everywhere stand to gain from calling a halt to the worst abuses and
changing the rules of the game. The fast, unchecked migration of investment from one country to another is
destabilizing not only to workers, but to whole societies and the international trading system itself. That’s why
it’s becoming increasingly hard for world leaders to negotiate more of the same.
The planned Free Trade Area of the Americas pact fell victim to opposition from Brazil and other
countries last year, although its main provisions are still being negotiated in talks between the U.S. and
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individual nations. Now President Bush has to delay submitting the CAFTA (Central American Free Trade
Agreement) to Congress because as of this writing, he doesn’t have the votes. Critics “say the agreement
would benefit international corporations at the expense of poor subsistence farmers in Central America. They
also say the pact's labor and environmental provisions are weak and will lead to abuses.” (Dow Jones
Newswires) On May Day, workers in Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador protested against CAFTA.

Can we go on like this?
As long as corporations can profit from outsourcing, unfair trade rules, and global wage competition,
President Bush wants to stay the course. But he could be courting disaster. Warnings are getting louder that
the world’s trade imbalances may not be settled tidily by “market forces.” Former Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul Volcker urges the U.S. -- and the world – to “act now” to stem off disaster. Although Volcker’s favorite
remedy is belt-tightening through raising interest rates, along with pressing China and other Asian economies
to loosen control over their exchange rates, he is probably right that we can’t go on like this. "The
circumstances seem to me as dangerous and intractable as any I can remember,” he wrote in a Washington
Post editorial. “As things stand, it is more likely than not that it will be financial crisis rather than policy
foresight that will force the change.” Economists Catherine L. Mann and Katharina Pluck warn that the
“enormous trade imbalance is not sustainable” and that when the “adjustment” comes, it “could end up costing
every American $2,350,” a bill that will keep rising the longer we refuse to act. (Volcker, Mann and Pluck)
IT workers aren’t the only ones who are worried – the same forces that threaten their jobs are also
threatening national and world prosperity. And as pressure grows for solutions, IT workers should find new
ways to become part of the solution, and make their voices heard.
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